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White Rabbit in the SKA
• JIVE, UGR, 7Sol & UMAN

• ASTRON support (dark fiber, equipment)

• Distribution of absolute time (local realization of UTC)
• To:

• SKA1-Mid: 133 dishes, up to 150km baseline length
• Possibly also to 64 Meerkat dishes (ECP)
• Up to 45 SKA1-Low Remote Stations, 80km baselines
• (CSP, beamformers etc)

• Accuracy: traceable to UTC within 10ns (over decades)
• UTC realization error budget about 5ns
• WR error budget 2ns
• Remainder: dish/receiver error budget



Time and Frequency distribution in the SKA

• PPS output must be
  synchronized to reference
  frequency

• Use WR-switches to
  regenerate at 80km



The challenge:
• Overhead fiber - fully exposed to sun, wind etc.
• Much larger distances than the 10km specification of  WR
• Limited rackspace, power, cooling in telescope pedestals



The WR-Zen board

• Based on Xilinx Zynq FPGA/SOC
• Dual ARM on die

• Stand-alone system

• Runs standard Linux

• Dual SFP ports

• 1U rackmount enclosure

• Design by 7Sol

• Thanks for first prototypes!

• See presentation by 7Sol on Thursday



First tests at ‘home’

• 10km spool of fiber
• 25km of underground dark fiber between Dwingeloo and WSRT (50km roundtrip)
• SR620 counter (25ps single shot resolution)
• 2 WR-Zen boards
• 1000base-BX10 SFPs
• Long distance BiDi SFPs

• 1310/1490 (60km)
• 1490/1550 (80km)

• Raspberry Pi 2 (recorder)
• Beaglebone Black (RS232)
• Network switch



Repeatability of White Rabbit links (2 WR-Zen, 0.5m fibre)

• Unplug every 2 min.

• Two offsets occur:
   190ps / 320ps

• Difference 125ps?

• Cause? Fixable?

• Same values when
  reversing SFP

• A constant offset that stays when SFPs are swapped cannot be calibrated out
  using SFP RX/TX delay parameters (shifts cancel each other) 



My take on WR calibration

• On fibers < 1m, dispersion is negligible (<1ps)
• Use two short (0.5m) fibers for calibration
• Separates fixed delays from alpha measurement

• Average CRTT over apx. 100 measurements
• Measure 100 PPS, then swap counter inputs and repeat

• My counter has an offset error of about -195ps, which drifts
• Trigger level pots drift, so turn fully clockwise, set levels through RS232

• Found no PPS offset difference when swapping upstream/downstream SFP
• On AXCEN SFPs
• Two (or more) possible offset values

• On  long-reach SFP, attenuators must be used for calibration
• These seem to have dispersion

AVG: 848525.62 ps
SD: 3.4ps



SR620 climate chamber tests

• Using internal 10kHz reference

• 3-resistor (Δ-config) splitter
• Estimated -2 ps/ºC
• Will redo this measurement





WR-Zen climate chamber tests

• WR-Zen (master) outside

• SR620 outside
• WR-Zen (slave) inside
• 3m SM simplex fibre

• About 4ps/ºC error

• Todo: test SKA1-Mid
   pedestal temp. range:
   0ºC - 55ºC



WR performance over 50km of fiber
(using 60km BiDi SFPs)
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September 2015: SADT F2F in South Africa



Klerefontein - SKA-SA Karoo Support Base



Klerefontein - Carnarvon - Klerefontein



Test on 32km fiber, 60km SFPs (1310/1490)

Delay variation (CRTT):
ΔCRTT/ΔT = 3.7ns/ºC

0.11ns/kmºC

PPS variation:
ΔPPS/ΔT = -4ps/ºC

-0.12ps/kmºC



WR and dispersion
• WR measures round trip time
• Outgoing and return on different wavelength - different propagation speed
• This dispersion needs to be calibrated once per fiber type and wavelength pair
• Static dispersion constant (α) is part of WR link configuration

to 0, the bitslide values are reported by the monitoring software simply as the reception
delays.

4. Connect the same two WR Devices with fiber f2 (fig.2, step 2), wait again until the WR
Slave becomes synchronized and write down the values of delayMM2, eM2 and eS2.

5. Connect fibers f1 and f2 together using an LC-LC Adapter and use this link to connect
again the same WR Devices together(fig. 2, step 3). Wait until the WR Slave becomes
synchronized and write down the values of delayMM3, eM3, eS3.

6. Subtract the bitslide values to obtain an approximation of the round trip delay, the sum of
Master and Slave latencies (DT XM, DRXM, DT XS, DRXS) and the fiber round-trip latency:

delay0MM1 = delayMM1 � eM1 � eS1 (4)
delay0MM2 = delayMM2 � eM2 � eS2 (5)
delay0MM3 = delayMM3 � eM3 � eS3 (6)

7. Calculate the latency of the fiber f1 (d1) and f2 (d2):

d1 = delay0MM3 �delay0MM2 (7)
d2 = delay0MM3 �delay0MM1 (8)

Note: The LC-LC Adapter also has its own unknown latency that introduces an error in
the d1 and d2 calculations. However, this error is a few picoseconds and can be disre-
garded.

Further mathematical explanation for this calibration step can be found in appendix A.1. Fiber
cable f1 with a round-trip latency d1 will be used further to pre-calibrate the selected WR
Calibrator.

4.3 Fiber asymmetry

The calibration of a fiber cable is needed to find out its asymmetry coefficient a . In the previous
step we managed to calculate the total propagation latency of fibers f1 and f2. However, to
calibrate any device, the fiber asymmetry has to be known.

The a coefficient used in the White Rabbit protocol to express fiber asymmetry is defined
as:

a =
dMS �dSM

dSM
(9)

To get its value, you have to make two connections with WR Devices and fibers f1, f2 as
presented in figure 3.

1. Connect any two WR Devices with a few meters long fiber f1, set the a value in their
configuration to 0, configure one of them as WR Master, and the other as WR Slave.
Connect their 1-PPS outputs to an oscilloscope.

It is important to use oscilloscope cables of the same length and type or cables with
known delays so that no additional, unknown latency affects the measurements.
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Figure 3: Measuring fiber f2 asymmetry

2. Use the monitoring software to check when the Slave becomes synchronized to the Mas-
ter (offset reported by WR PTP daemon below 1 ns and WR servo in the TRACK PHASE
state).

3. Measure 1-PPS skew between the Slave and Master in picoseconds by comparing the
1-PPS signals with an oscilloscope (skewPPS1 = tPPSS � tPPSM )

4. Repeat the same procedure using a few kilometers long fiber f2 to obtain the PPS skew
for the second connection (skewPPS2 = t 0PPSS

� t 0PPSM
)

5. Calculate the a coefficient using the following equation:

a =
2(skewPPS2 � skewPPS1)

1
2d2 � (skewPPS2 � skewPPS1)

(10)

6. The White Rabbit Switch uses the a value calculated from the equation above without
any conversion. However, the White Rabbit PTP Core requires converting a into a natu-
ral number using the formula:

aN = 240(
a +1
a +2

�0.5) (11)

7. a or aN (depending on the WR Device) should be stored into the configuration parame-
ters of a WR Calibrator but also into each Slave device that will use this fiber.

Further mathematical explanation for this calibration step can be found in appendix A.2
Note: Both WR Devices used at CERN: the WR Switch and the WR PTP Core can be used

to calculate the a value. However, the 1-PPS signal generated by the WR PTP Core running
on the SPEC card with a DIO mezzanine is more jittery than the 1-PPS generated by the WR
Switch (check measurement uncertainty considerations in appendix B.2). For most applications
the inaccuracy of a measured using two SPEC cards will be negligible. If that isn’t the case,
the most precise value of the a parameter can be obtained from the measurements described
above done with two WR Switches. Alternatively, measurements done with two SPEC cards
(or any other hardware based on the SPEC design) can be repeated multiple times to produce
an averaged value of 1-PPS skew and a more accurate a .
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See: WR Calibration handbook
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• Refractive index varies by temperature
• Differently for each wavelength
• α depends on temperature



Temperature dependence

• 1310/1490 nm SFP pair, 60km

• 32km fiber Klerefontein/Carnarvon

• Use CRTT as proxy for temperature

• ΔPPS/ΔCRTT = -0.00165 (+/- 0.14%)

• Question: is temperature change the
   only influence on CRTT?

• Wind loading might cause stretching?
   (These fibers are MASS: Metal Armored
   Self Supporting, in buffered sleeves)



Test on 64km fiber, 80km SFPs (1490/1550)

Delay variation (CRTT):
ΔCRTT/ΔT = 8.1ns/ºC

0.13ns/kmºC

PPS variation:
ΔPPS/ΔT = -0.3ps/ºC

-5fs/kmºC



Dispersion and wavelengths

• BiDi SFPs are available for several distances
• Wavelengths used

• 10, 20, 40km: 1310/1490 nm
• 60km: 1310/1490 nm or 1490/1550 nm
• 80km (120km): 1490/1550 nm

• Link Budget (assumes 0.3 dB/km)

• Full length temperature related PPS error, 0ºC - 50ºC temperature range:
• 80km (1490/1550): ~ 10ps                   (on SKA-SA installed fibre)
• 40km (1310/1490): ~ 120ps

• For 60km links, use 1490/1550
• Effect of dispersion, even on the longest, cascaded links, will be below 0.2ns
• Can be made even smaller by using 1490/1550nm SFPs only
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TDEV on Klerefontein - Carnarvon (32km, 65km)





Double dispersion measurement

• What if you cannot measure dispersion, end-points 80km apart?
• Mix of fiber types (ULL, bend-insensitive, regular G.652D, patches)

• Assume that CRTT and dispersion on two runs of same fiber is nearly identical

• Loop back over second, identical (temporary) fiber
• This fiber would normally be used for SKA reference frequency distribution

• We have 2 dark fiber pairs (4 cores) from ASTRON/JIVE in Dwingeloo to WSRT
• Apx. 50km
• Only the endpoints (WR-Zen) are next to each other
• Cascading via a WRS-3/18

• Measure total PPS skew due to dispersion
• Assign 50% to each link
















Double dispersion measurement

• 100km cascaded

• Alpha 50% per leg

• TODO: mid PPS
   measurement

• Very stable until 7am

• Temperature effect
  larger than expected
  (WR-Zen: 4ps/K)



My WR Wishlist

• Allow PPS and 10MHz to be in-phase in grandmaster input on WRS
• Currently a Tsetup/Thold violation

• Single device calibration (on WRS, WR-Zen, devices with 2 or more WR ports)
• Vendor provides known offset between two ports

• Built-in TIC for dispersion measurements (measure offset between ports)

• Or: faster PPS (100Hz / 1 kHz)

• Built-in averaging of CRTT etc.

• Unified user interface, management and logfiles

• Unified physical interface (SMA), amplitude, rise time etc.

• DHCP options such as MTU, NTP-server. Also DynDNS



Remaining work: 
• CDR is in September!

• WR-Switch as grandmaster, locked to Rubidium or H-Maser
• Issue with 10MHz/PPS alignment on switch as grandmaster

• Full temperature range tests for WR-Zen
• Don’t want to fry it...

• Repeatability of SFP and dispersion measurements

• RFI tests
• Waiting for new enclosure

• Synchronizer 

• Integration tests




